With a view towards future highly-integrated nanophotonic devices, there is growing interest in nanoscale light and surface plasmon-polariton sources [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Electron-beam-induced radiation emission [6, 7, 8] is of particular interest because electrons can be focused to nanoscale spots (far below the diffraction limit for light), enabling such applications as high-resolution mapping of plasmonic excitations in nanostructures [9, 10, 11] . In this letter we report on the first demonstration of tuneable light emission from a chip-scale free-electrondriven source -a 'light-well' -in which optical (visible to near-infrared) photons are generated as an electron beam travels through a nano-hole in a layered metaldielectric structure. With a lateral size of just a few hundred nanometres, and the notable advantage of wavelength tuneability, such structures may be employed in nanophotonic circuits as on-chip light sources, or in densely packed ensembles for optical memory and field emission or surface-conduction electron-emitter display applications [12] .
The light-well belongs to a family of free-electrondriven emitters headed by the free-electron laser (FEL) [13] -one of today's brightest and most widely tuneable radiation sources. In a FEL a beam of electrons from an accelerator passes through a magnetic undulator or 'wiggler' that imposes periodic transverse oscillations on the electron trajectory, resulting in the coherent release of photons; The wavelength of emitted light can be tuned by adjusting the energy of the electron beam or the parameters of the undulator. The incoherent light source we report here may be seen as a nanoscale relative of the facility-scale FEL: In the light-well a beam of free electrons experiences an alternating dielectric environment as it travels through a tunnel in a periodically layered metal-dielectric nanostructure, and optical photons are emitted as a result; As in the FEL, the wavelength of radiation emitted by the light-well can be tuned by adjusting the energy of the electrons in the incident beam.
Experimental light-wells (see Fig. 1 ) were fabricated in a stack of eleven alternating silica and gold layers (six silica and five gold), each with a thickness of 200 nm, sputtered onto a thick gold base layer on a silicon substrate. Wells with typical diameters of around 700 nm were milled through the stack into the base layer, perpendicular to the plane of the layers, using a focused ion beam. Characterization of the light-well as an optical source was performed in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a light-collection system comprising a small parabolic mirror positioned above the sample (collecting emitted light over approximately half of the available hemispherical solid angle and directing it out of the SEM chamber) and a spectrograph equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD array detector. The electron beam of the SEM, focused to a spot with a diameter of ∼30 nm, was used to drive light-well optical emission. Emission spectra were recorded at different acceleration voltages and beam currents (measured using a Faraday cup in the SEM column) for a number of beam injection points along the diameter of the nano-hole, with reference measurements also taken for beams impacting the top (silica) surface of the multilayer outside the hole.
The following characteristic emission features have been observed:
1. When the electron beam hits the surface of the structure outside the hole, light emission is observed with a broad spectrum centered at 640 nm (Fig. 2a) . Within experimental accuracy this spectrum does not depend on the electron acceleration voltage and is attributed simply to cathodoluminescence and backward transition radiation from the silica-gold multilayer structure [14, 15, 16] .
2. When the electron beam is injected into the nanohole the emission spectrum contains two peaks (I and II) with spectral positions that depend on the electron acceleration voltage (Fig. 2b) . The emission intensity is found to increase as the injection point approaches the wall of the light-well as illustrated for peak I in the inset to Fig. 2c .
3. For a fixed injection point and electron acceleration voltage, the emission intensity increases linearly with beam current (Fig. 2c) .
Though structurally simple, the light-well's emission characteristics are controlled by a complex combination of material-and geometry-dependent processes that cannot presently be described within a single analytical or numerical model. To a first approximation, one may consider that light emission originates from an oscillating dipole source created as electrons experience a periodically modulated potential within the well. In this simplified picture, an electron passing through a metal section of the well interacts with its 'mirror image', but this interaction is somewhat different in a dielectric section. This creates a monochromatic dipole of frequency ν = v/a, where v is the electron velocity and a is the period of the structure, moving at the electron velocity. The radiation efficiency depends on the strength of the mirror interaction and on the density of photonic states available in the well, and therefore on its geometry and material composition as well as the proximity of electrons to the wall. In a well of finite length L, the spectral width of the emission line ∆ν is governed by the uncertainty relation L × ∆ν ≃ v. So for example, with 30 keV electrons (v ≃ c/3) and a well length L = 2.2 µm (eleven 200 nm layers) one may expect an emission line with a width of ∼220 nm centered at ∼1200 nm, not far from what is observed in the experiment. In reality, this naïve picture is complicated by relativistic corrections, the excitation and scattering of surface plasmons on metal/dielectric interfaces within the structure, the light-guiding properties of the silica layers, and ultimately the guided-mode profile of the nano-tube (see below). Nevertheless, the inverse proportionality it describes between emission wavelength and electron velocity is clearly seen in the blue-shifting of experimentally observed emission peaks with increasing electron energy (Fig. 2b) . For a well of ideal cylindrical symmetry the mirror interaction strength will be at a minimum for electrons traveling along the axis of the well and will increase with proximity to the wall, increasing the emission intensity as described above and illustrated (from experiment) in the inset to Fig. 2c . Also plotted here is an analytical estimate of the corresponding relative emission probability, which is proportional to (I m (νR/vγ)) 2 , where I m is the modified Bessel function, γ is the Lorentz correction factor (1 − v 2 /c 2 ) −1 , and R is the radial distance of the beam injection point from the axis of the well. The offset zero level seen in the experimental data is related to the imperfect cylindrical symmetry of the well.
This basic emission process bears some similarity with the Smith-Purcell effect [17] , whereby a continuum of light wavelengths (varying with electron energy and the direction of emission) is generated as electrons pass over the surface of a planar metal grating. However, in the present case emission occurs via coupling to the 1D photonic bands of the periodically structured well so that discrete emission wavelengths are produced, determined by the condition that the wavevector of a guided mode is equal to ν/v. This fundamental consideration is analyzed in Fig. 3 , which shows the dispersion diagram for the guided electromagnetic modes of a cylindrical gold cavity with a radius of 350 nm, folded over the first Brillouin zone (BZ) to account for a periodicity a of 400 nm in the direction parallel to the axis of the tube. Modes with azimuthal numbers m = 0, 1 and 2 are shown alongside the free-space light line and lines associated with electron energies of 20, 30 and 40 keV. (For the same reason that periodic patterns of sub-wavelength holes in a planar metal surface do not substantially change its properties, even at high filing-factors, except very close to the BZ boundaries [18] , the presence of silica inclusions in the wall of the experimentally studied cavity will not significantly alter the mode structure except around q = 0 and π/a where some distortion will occur.) Electrons can couple to cavity modes where their respective lines intersect. This plot illustrates that the accessible mode profile is a complex function of electron energy, but one can immediately see that an electron of a given energy can couple to a number of modes at different energies (wavelengths) and that a given intersection point will shift to higher energies (shorter wavelengths) with increasing acceleration voltage, as observed experimentally.
The efficiency of the emission process has been evaluated in terms of the number of photons generated per incident electron. (The number of photons being derived from a multiple gaussian fit to the recorded spectra, taking into account the throughput efficiency of the light collection system; the corresponding number of electrons being given by the beam current and sampling time.) It is found to reach 1.9 × 10 −5 for peak I and 3.4 × 10 −5 for peak II at 40 keV, giving a light source with an output power of the order of 0.1 nW in either case (an emission intensity of ∼200 W/cm 2 ). It is anticipated that optimization of the light-well geometry, material composition and pumping regime will substantially improve these figures, and that longer wells will show narrower emission lines. Indeed, if losses can be controlled (for example, by inhibiting surface plasmon generation and transverse light-guiding) and higher (perhaps pulsed) drive currents are employed, it may be possible to achieve superradiant or even lasing emission modes [19, 20, 21] .
To summarize, we provide the first proof-of-concept demonstration of a tuneable, electron-beam-driven, nanoscale radiation source in which light is generated as free-electrons travel down a 'light-well' -a nano-hole through a stack of alternating metal and dielectric layers. Near-infrared emission is demonstrated in the present case but the concept may readily be scaled to other wavelength ranges by varying the periodicity of the structure. The simplicity and nanoscale dimensions of the lightwell geometry make it a potentially important device for future integrated nanophotonic circuit, optical memory and display applications where it may be driven by the kinds of microscopic electron sources already developed for ultrahigh-frequency nanoelectronics and nextgeneration flat-panel displays [12] .
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